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I. Major Developments

(1) Synopsis

The science governing the strength and fracture of structural ceramics has developed from a mostly empirical topic in 1965 into a mature discipline that now sets the standards in the field of mechanical behavior. The intent of this review is to provide a perspective regarding this evolution, followed by succinct descriptions of current understanding. The rapid developments in the field are considered to have commenced upon the first concerted attempt to apply fracture mechanics concepts to ceramics, beginning in the middle 1960s (Fig. 1). This allowed a distinction between the separate contributions to strength from the flaws in the material and from the microstructure, as manifest in the fracture toughness. Another contribution that accelerated the learning process was the development of indentation techniques, which allowed trends in the damage resistance of new ceramics to be assessed on a routine basis. However, the most important development, which originated at about the same time, was the discovery of toughened zirconia alloys. The ensuing research on these alloys established two vital precedents. Firstly, the introduction of the materials-by-design approach, which established the benefits that accrue from the strong collaboration between processing, characterization, testing, and modeling

(2) Introduction of Fracture Mechanics

The mathematical framework and the experimental techniques of linear elastic fracture mechanics that had developed from the early 1950s and had been extensively applied to metals were first recognized to have importance to the ceramic field by Davidge and by Wiederhorn. These authors examined a variety of experimental approaches and began the process whereby the fracture toughness could be established as a material parameter and eventually be related to microstructure. At the same time, initial attempts were made to separate the contributions to strength, S, from the flaw size, a, and the toughness, KIC, through the simple application of the Griffith relation

\[ S = YK_{IC} / \sqrt{a} \]  

where Y is a well-documented crack/specimen geometry parameter. Although it took some time to rigorously accomplish this objective, the first attempts brought attention to the concept of a "microstructural flaw" and soon provided a focus for processing activities concerned with the elimination of the largest flaws. This development also addressed a paradox in the field, wherein strength measurements were then typically expressed in terms of fracture toughness, the magnitude of which was considered to be a function of the crack size, a.
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average microstructural features, such as grain size and porosity, whereas differences in strength between test methods (e.g., bending and tension) were rationalized on the basis of weakest link statistics.

Some of the first observations concerning the interactions of cracks with the microstructure were made within the next several years. Out of these observations came preliminary concepts for fracture resistance mechanisms and the models that emerged later. Many of these concepts can be traced to the work of Lange and of R. Rice. Also, work at Harwell Laboratories in the United Kingdom established that very high toughness ceramics could be made by incorporating carbon fibers. This body of work provided a strong motivation to maintain a high level of activity in the field and to seek a better understanding of mechanisms and approaches for enhancing the reliability and damage tolerance of ceramics.

Although these prospects were evident, progress was slow for two reasons. Firstly, different methods for measuring fracture toughness often gave different results, leading to enquires about the utility of the fracture toughness as a material parameter. Secondly, the most acceptable test methods required moderately large test specimens, whereasupon the data emerged slowly and were confined to the relatively few ceramics amenable to the fabrication of sufficiently large specimens. One consequence of these factors was that the focus of much of the research in the field was on the characterization and implications of slow crack growth, with minimal attention given to the enhancement of toughness.

The first of the above issues would later be resolved upon the revelation that many polycrystalline ceramics exhibit resistance-curve behavior, as elaborated in Section I (5). However, it is interesting to note that the resistance-curve effects were first observed in 1974, but the significance was not appreciated. The second issue was addressed upon the introduction of indentation methods discussed in the following section.

(3) Influence of Indentation Fracture

The introduction of approaches for fracture toughness estimation by using various indentation methods allowed tests on small specimens and, thus, permitted rapid probing of the "damage tolerance" of many different ceramics. These approaches emerged from systematic pioneering research by Lawn over more than a decade. Of particular importance was the discovery that the cracks around hardness indentations formed on unloading and, hence, were dominated by residual fields. Appreciation of this factor permitted the identification of the non-dimensional parameters that related toughness to either the size of the cracks or the failure stress after indentation.

A more recent benefit of indentation fracture has been its contribution to our understanding of the role of "toughness" in damage tolerance. Specifically, the tougher materials exhibit strengths after indentation that vary less rapidly with indentation load (crack size) than for brittle ceramics (Fig. 3). This behavior reflects the existence of a resistance curve. Indeed, this measure of toughness is probably the most useful in terms of the practical application and durability of ceramics.

Many of the indentation methods are only approximate and do not provide the quality of fracture resistance data needed to rigorously relate toughness to microstructure. The surface flaw methods, introduced first by Petrovic and Jacobson, seem to be the most precise, provided that residual stresses are eliminated by polishing out the plastic zone. However, none of these methods can be used for the highest toughness materials now available.

(4) Pivotal Role of Zirconia

The discovery in 1976 that zirconia can exhibit high toughness initiated a remarkable decade of development, culminating in materials having toughness on the order of 20 MPa m^{1/2}. A sequence of material inventions in Australia, Germany, and the United States involving Garvie, Claussen, Lange, and Gupta provided the incentive. Such materials elicited outstanding characterization research by Heuer, Rühle, and Hannink and some novel experiments originating with Swain and Marshall. The results were then rationalized through a clear understanding of the responsible mechanisms, established by the micromechanics models of McMeeking, Budiansky, Hutchinson, Evans, and Marshall. This process occurred in an iterative manner built around the understanding that the process-zone size was important and that resistance-curve effects are inherent to the mechanism.

(5) Importance of Resistance Curves

All "tough" ceramics exhibit resistance curves. However, this feature of their behavior did not become apparent until about 1980. The existence of resistance-curve behavior was predicted by McMeeking and Evans to be an essential feature of transformation toughening and soon verified experimentally by Swain. These predictions placed emphasis on the transformation wake. The more general importance of the wake was demonstrated by some clever experiments conducted by Steinbrecht, who revealed that the toughness of Al2O3 is diminished upon removing the wake by sawing. Continued research on this topic revealed that microcrack toughening exhibits wake effects and that crack bridging by intact grain is a common feature of crack extension in polycrystals and is also an important contribution to the fracture resistance. Finally, and most recent-
ly, it has been demonstrated that toughening by fibers, whiskers, and metal networks all exhibit wake-dominated resistance-curve characteristics.

When rigorously measured and interpreted, resistance-curve behavior rationalizes effects of specimen geometry on toughness, crack-size effects, and trends in strength. Additionally, in the highest toughness materials, linear elastic behavior is violated for many of the common test specimens. Consequently, nonlinear approaches are needed to characterize material behavior.

(6) Discovery of Composites

High-work-of-fracture-fiber-reinforced ceramics consisting of carbon fiber, reinforced glasses, and glass-ceramics were first demonstrated in 1972, accompanied by the first complete model of composite behavior. However, activities on ceramic composites were not pursued vigorously until 1983, when Prewo and Brennan announced a Nicalon® SiC-fiber-reinforced glass-ceramic composite. This announcement established the possibility that ceramic composites having high resistance at elevated temperature might be possible. A major activity on ceramic-matrix composites has ensued and is still in progress. Another related discovery was that Al₂O₃ could be toughened by SiC whiskers. Together, these materials have provided the basis for the concepts of toughening by brittle reinforcements, involving the debonding and sliding properties of the reinforcement/matrix interfaces.

(7) Bibliography

Actual references to the work alluded to above can be located in Section II, which covers the various mechanisms in some detail. The reader is also referred to the seven-volume series Fracture Mechanics of Ceramics, edited by Bradt, Evans, Hasselman, and Lange (Plenum Press, New York, 1974–1983), which contains much of the chronology, plus the following basic references:


II. Toughening Mechanisms

(1) General Features

The objective of research concerned with structural ceramics is the generation of materials having high reliability. To achieve this objective, there are two fundamentally different approaches (Fig. 4): flaw control and toughening. The flaw control approach accepts the brittleness of the material and attempts to control the large extreme of processing flaws. The toughening approach attempts to create microstructures that impart sufficient fracture resistance (Fig. 5) that the strength becomes insensitive to the size of flaws (Fig. 3). The former has been the subject of considerable research that identifies the most detrimental processing flaws, as well as the processing step responsible for those flaws. The latter has emerged more recently, and has the obvious advantage that appreciable processing and postprocessing damage can be tolerated without compromising the structural reliability.

The resistance of brittle solids to the propagation of cracks can be strongly influenced by microstructure and by the use of various reinforcements. The intent of the present paper is to provide a succinct review of the known effects of microstructure and of reinforcements on fracture resistance. In most cases, toughening results in resistance-curve characteristics (Fig. 5), wherein the fracture resistance systematically increases with crack exten-
sion. The resulting material strengths then depend on the details of the resistance curve and the initial crack lengths, such that toughness and strength optimization usually involve different choices of microstructure. The individual mechanisms include transformations, microcracking, twinning, ductile reinforcements, fiber/whisker reinforcements, and grain bridging.

An underlying principle concerns the essential role of nonlinearity, as manifest in mechanisms of dissipation and energy storage in the material, upon crack propagation. Consequently, the potent toughening mechanisms can be modeled in terms of stress/displacement constitutive laws for representative volume elements (Fig. 6). Furthermore, the toughening can be explicitly related to stress/displacement hysteresis (Fig. 6), as will be elaborated for each of the important mechanisms. The general philosophy thus adopts the concept of homogenizing the properties of the material around the crack and then formulating a constitutive law that characterizes the three-dimensional material response. Models that discretize microstructure details in two dimensions are typically less rigorous, because three-dimensional interactions along the crack front are not readily described, and because multiple calculations are needed to eliminate artifacts of the discretization. The homogenization approach rigorously describes the toughening behavior when ever the length of the nonlinear zone is appreciably larger than the spacing between the relevant microstructural entities. Such conditions invariably exist when the material exhibits high toughness. The coupling between experiment and theory is another prevalent theme, because toughening is sufficiently complex and involves a sufficiently large number of independent variables that microstructure optimization only becomes practical when each of the important modes has been described by a rigorous model, validated by experiment (Fig. 2).

The known mechanisms can be conveniently considered to involve either a process zone or a bridging zone (Fig. 7). The former category exhibits a toughening fundamentally governed by a critical stress for the onset of nonlinearity, $G_c^\text{p}$, in elements near the crack and by the associated stress-free strain, $e^*$. The resulting stress–strain hysteresis of those elements within a process zone then yields a steady-state toughness given by

$$\Delta G_c = 2f \int_0^{\mu^*} du \quad (3)$$

where $\Delta G_c$ is the increase in the critical strain energy release rate when the crack is long, $f$ the volume fraction of the toughening agent, and $h$ the width of the process zone in steady state. Transformation, microcrack, and twin toughening are mechanisms of this type.

The bridging category exhibits toughening governed by hysteresis along the crack surface, induced by intact material ligaments

$$\Delta G_c = 2f \int_0^{\mu^*} du \quad (3)$$

where $2u$ is the crack opening, $2u^*$ the opening at the edge of the bridging zone, $f$ the tractions on the crack surfaces exerted by the intact toughening agent (Fig. 7), and $f$ the area fraction of reinforcements along the crack plane. Ductile reinforcements, as well as whiskers, fibers, and large grains, toughen by means of bridging tractions.

It is also possible for a process-zone mechanism and a bridging mechanism to operate simultaneously, and thus generate a net toughness larger than that for the separate mechanisms. Indeed, the overall toughness can even be multiplicative. The operation of multiple mechanisms is probably common and needs to be addressed for each material system when toughness optimization is contemplated. Furthermore, some of the more controversial debates on mechanisms probably reflect the occurrence of multiple mechanisms, wherein the dominant mechanism changes as the microstructure is systematically varied. A particular example concerns the respective roles of grain bridging and of a microcrack process zone in various tough ceramic polycrystals.

In the “toughest” materials, a steady-
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**Table 1. Tough Ceramics**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mechanism</th>
<th>Highest toughness (MPa·m^{1/2})</th>
<th>Exemplary materials</th>
<th>Limitation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transformation</td>
<td>~20</td>
<td>ZrO₂ (MgO)</td>
<td>$T&lt;900 \text{ K}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HfO₂</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microcracking</td>
<td>~10</td>
<td>Al₂O₃/ZrO₂</td>
<td>$T&lt;1300 \text{ K}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Si₃N₄/SiC</td>
<td>Strength</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SiO₂/TiB₂</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metal dispersion</td>
<td>~25</td>
<td>Al₂O₃/Al</td>
<td>$T&lt;1300 \text{ K}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ZrB₂/Zr</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Al₂O₃/Ni</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>WC/Co</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whiskers/platelets</td>
<td>~15</td>
<td>Si₃N₄/SiC</td>
<td>Oxidation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Si₃N₄/SiC/Si₃N₄</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Al₂O₃/SiC</td>
<td>$T&lt;1500 \text{ K}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fibers</td>
<td>≥30</td>
<td>CAS*₁/SiC</td>
<td>Processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LAS/SiC</td>
<td>Coatings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Al₂O₃/SiC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SiC/Co</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Calcium aluminum silicate glass-ceramic. ¹Lithium aluminum silicate glass-ceramic.
state cracking phenomenon occurs,\textsuperscript{16-19} wherein the crack extension stress becomes independent of crack length. For such materials, the toughness is usually nonunique and not, therefore, a useful design parameter. Instead, the steady-state cracking stress and the ultimate strength become the more relevant material properties. Transitions between toughness control and steady-state cracking are thus of major significance.

Some of the materials to be considered in this review are summarized in Table I. This list is impressive when it is appreciated that conventional ceramics have a toughness, $K_c$, of $\approx 1$ to 3 MPa-m$^{1/2}$, However, some caution is also necessary because the highest levels of toughness cannot usually be used to effectively enhance strength and reliability.

(2) Process Zone Mechanisms

An important basic feature of process-zone mechanisms concerns the contribution to toughening that derives from each layer, $d_y$, a distance $y$ from the crack plane (Fig. 8). These contributions are, in turn, governed by specific aspects of the stress-strain curve. An issue of fundamental importance concerns the material behavior at large strains. Notably, if the material remains nonlinear beyond the critical transformation strain, the steady-state energy dissipation density caused by the nonlinearity increases as $y$ diminishes and tends to infinity as $y \rightarrow 0$, because the strain at the crack front is infinite. Consequently, it has been appreciated for a long time that the energy release rate at the crack tip in steady-state is strictly zero. In this case, $\Delta G_c$ can only be calculated by having detailed knowledge of the dimensions of the zone in which the crack-tip fracture mechanism occurs. This difficulty has prevented rigorous modeling of the contribution to the toughness of materials provided by plastic dissipation within a plastic zone. The same problem does not exist when the nonlinear deformation process saturates, such that the stress–strain curves become linear at large strain, as illustrated in Fig. 6. In this case, both $\mathcal{G}$ and $K$ have finite values at the crack tip ($\mathcal{G}_{\text{tip}}$ and $K_{\text{tip}}$, respectively), because the material around the tip is now linear and there is no steady-state dissipation in this saturation zone. Consequently, a crack-growth condition can be identified wherein either $\mathcal{G}_{\text{tip}}$ or $K_{\text{tip}}$ may be equated to a critical value, governed by the nature of the material immediately ahead of the crack tip. This saturation approach has been adopted for toughening mechanisms in ceramics, largely motivated by the transformation-toughening problem wherein a saturation condition can be rigorously identified (see Fig. 9), based on the transformation strain. However, the incidence of saturation is less apparent for other mechanisms.

Another interesting feature of process-zone problems concerns the role of the modulus of the material in the saturation region (Fig. 6). When the saturation modulus differs from the initial modulus of the material, as in microcrack toughening, the magnitude of the stress intensity at the tip, $K_{\text{tip}}$, is dominated by the saturation modulus, because the crack tip is essentially embedded in material having this modulus. Furthermore, the modulus effect is independent of the size of the process zone, because linearity exists near the crack tip. Consequently, accurate knowledge of the material behavior within the saturation zone, when present, is needed to adequately simulate crack-extension behavior.

A final issue, when either $K_{\text{tip}}$ or $\mathcal{G}_{\text{tip}}$ is used as a fracture criterion, concerns the choice of the critical value of these quantities. Specifically, it is evident that the crack extends into material modified by the mechanism that occurs in the process zone. However, it is often difficult to independently ascertain the fracture resistance of material in this state.

(A) Transformation Toughening

Basic Features

The stress-induced transformations that can cause significant toughening include martensitic and ferroelastic transformations, as well as twinning. The former involve both dilatational and shear components of the transformation strain, while the latter typically has only a shear component. At the simplest level, transformation toughening can be regarded as a process dominated by a volume increase (dilatational stress-free strain, $\varepsilon^T$). Then, based on simple concepts elaborated below, it is apparent that a stress-induced frontal process zone must have no effect on the crack-tip field, and, thus, initial crack growth must occur without toughening. However, upon crack extension, process-zone elements unload in the wake, hysteresis occurs (Fig. 9), and toughening develops, as given by

$\Delta G_c = 2\pi f \varepsilon^T \sigma^T$ \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $\sigma^T$ is the critical mean stress for supercritical transformation. This steady-state level of toughening is attained after substantial crack extension. A directly equivalent result for the increase in critical stress intensity factor, $\Delta K_c$, can be derived by appreciating that a residual compressive stress is created within the transformation zone. This stress inhibits crack opening, resulting in crack shielding, such that

$\Delta K_c = 0.22E\varepsilon^T \sqrt{\pi h}/(1-\nu)$ \hspace{1cm} (5)

where $E$ is the composite modulus and $\nu$ is Poisson's ratio.

A comparison of the predicted values with experimental data based on actual
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\textsuperscript{5}Supercritical refers to the condition wherein all particles within the process zone fully transform.
zone sizes measured in steady state has revealed that Eq. (5) predicts the correct trends but consistently underestimates the toughness by a factor of 2. It has been surmised that the disparity arises because shear effects have not been incorporated. One hypothesis regarding the shear strain involves nonassociated flow. Specifically, it is presumed that the shear stress dominates the nucleation of the transformation, but that the residual strain is predominantly dilatational, because of extensive twinning. This premise results in a zone profile, in plane strain, with diminished transformed material ahead of the crack. The resultant toughening exceeds Eq. (5) and, furthermore, agrees quite well with experimental data (Fig. 11). However, the necessary zone shapes are not consistent with those observed by experiment. Some inconsistency thus remains to be addressed, and other shear postulates, as well as the operation of additional mechanisms, such as twin-induced microcracking (see Section III(2)), may be involved.

The zone size, \( h \), represents the major microstructural influence on toughness. Clearly, \( h \) is governed by a martensite nucleation law. However, a fully validated law does not yet exist. Consequently, connections between \( h \) and the microstructure still cannot be specified. Nevertheless, certain trends are apparent, based on the free energy of the fully transformed product. Specifically, \( h \) invariably decreases with increase in temperature and decrease in particle size. A temperature- and particle-size-dependent toughness is thus inevitable for this mechanism.

(ii) Constitutive Laws

Constitutive laws expressively relate the components of the stress and transformation strain tensors in the transformation solid. The stresses are most conveniently expressed in terms of the mean stress, \( \sigma \), the deviatoric stresses, \( s_{ij} = \sigma_{ij} - \delta_{ij} \sigma \), and/or the equivalent stress, \( \sigma_{eq} = \sqrt{3(s_{ij} s_{ij})/2} \), and their variation during transformation. Such relations are, in fact, the equivalent of the more familiar constitutive laws used to describe plastic deformation and crack-tip fields in elastic/plastic solids. A viable constitutive law must account for the effect of particle size and shape upon the incident of transformation by allowing only a certain fraction, \( f \), of the solid to actually transform at a given imposed stress, \( \sigma_{ij} \). The simplest yield criterion has the form

\[
\frac{\sigma}{\Omega} + \frac{\tau}{\tau} = 1
\]

where \( \Omega \) and \( \tau \) are experimentally determined, normalized parameters that depend on \( f \), \( s_{ij} \), and particle size. Experiments performed on partially stabilized zirconia (PSZ) and tetragonal zirconia polycrystals (TZP) are consistent with this transformation condition. However, knowledge of the nucleation is not yet sufficient to allow \( \Omega \) and \( \tau \) to be expressed explicitly in terms of these variables.

(iii) Crack-Tip Stress Fields

The general form of the crack-tip stress field in the presence of a transformation zone, depicted in Fig. 12, is characterized by two stress intensity factors. Outside the zone, for small-scale transformation (i.e., a small zone compared with crack length and specimen dimensions), the field is given by the linear elastic solutions (\( n < a \))

\[
\sigma_{ij} = (K_{eq}/\sqrt{\pi r})\delta_{ij}
\]

where \( K_{eq} \) is the stress intensity determined by the applied loads and \( r \) is the distance from the crack tip. Close to the tip, the transformation strain is saturated and, hence, the material is again linear and can, consequently, be characterized by another stress intensity factor, \( K_{tp} \), such that

\[
\sigma_{ij} = (K_{tp}/\sqrt{\pi r})\delta_{ij}
\]

The coefficient \( \sigma_{ij} \), which depends on the polar angle, approaches that for elastic materials when \( f s_{ij} / E_{eq} \) is small.

The transformation may thus be characterized by a stress intensity change, \( \Delta K \), defined as

\[
\Delta K = K_{tp} - K_{eq}
\]

When \( K_{tp} < K_{eq} \), the transformation zone shields the tip from the applied loads. The fracture behavior is governed by the values of \( K_{tp} \) and \( K_{eq} \) at the fracture criticality. Knowledge of the stress in the intervening regions is not required for analysis of the toughening. Specifically, the near-tip field provides a plausible crack-extension criterion

\[
K_{eq} = K_0
\]

where \( K_0 \) is the fracture resistance of the material in the transformation zone immediately ahead of the crack tip, whereupon, the observed toughness is

\[
K_C = K_0 + \Delta K
\]

where \( \Delta K \) is the quantity \( -\Delta K \), evaluated at the fracture criticality.

(iv) Toughening and Resistance Curves

There are two equivalent analytical methods for determining trends in toughness: one based on stress intensity factors, \( \Delta K \), and the other on conservation integrals \( \Delta G \). Both approaches predict the same behavior, but have different utility when various aspects of toughening require elucidation. Consequently, both approaches are briefly described. The approach based on stress intensity factors indicates that the magnitude of \( \Delta K \) clearly depends on the size of the zone and on the components of the transformation strain tensor. Initially, it is pertinent to consider a crack in an untransformed parent, such that a frontal zone develops as the
load is imposed. Subsequently, a steady-state zone of uniform width over the crack surfaces (Fig. 10) is examined. The \( \Delta K \) levels are different for these two zone configurations, resulting in R-curve effects.9 For the stationary crack, when the long range strain field of the transformed particles is purely dilatational,10 the mean stress dictates the shape of the transformation zone, which then has the shape depicted in Fig. 10. For this condition, \( \Delta K = 0 \). For the steady-state configuration and when the transformation does not reverse in the wake, as well as when all particles within \( h \) are transformed, the plane strain zone width for small-scale dilatational transformation is9,10

\[
h = \frac{\sqrt{3}(1 + \nu)}{12\pi} \left( \frac{K_w}{\sigma_c^2} \right)^2
\]

The corresponding extent of crack shielding is given by Eq. (5) as

\[
\Delta K = -0.22E f_i \sqrt{h/(1 - \nu)}
\]

The supercritical plane strain toughness can thus be expressed in the following forms:

\[
\Delta K_c = -0.22E f_i \sqrt{h/(1 - \nu)}
\]

\[
\Delta K_c = \sqrt{3/12\pi}(1 + \nu) E f_i^2 \sigma_c^2(1 - \nu)
\]

If the transformation is not activated by the hydrostatic crack-tip field, but instead occurs in shear bands inclined at \( \approx 90\) degrees to the crack plane (Eqs. 9, 10), all of the deleterious transformations in front of the crack are excluded. Then, if the transformation strain is still hydrostatic, the supercritical \( \Delta K_c \) increases to

\[
\Delta K_c = 0.38E f_i \sqrt{h/(1 - \nu)}
\]

Zone profile considerations are thus of prime importance in determining the magnitude of the transformation toughening. It is also noted that, for conditions of plane stress, the zone width is predicted to be smaller, causing the toughness to diminish. When the transformation zone is large, the zone width may be affected by the previously transformed material and Eq. (12) does not apply. In this case a numerical solution has revealed the trend in the toughening ratio \( K_c/K_0 \) with \( E f_i^2 / \sigma_c^2 \) depicted in Fig. 13. In particular, it is noted that “lock-up” occurs when \( E f_i^2 / \sigma_c^2 \approx 30 \). This phenomenon, first recognized by Rose,24 has been elaborated by Amazigo and Budiansky.18 Specifically, at lock-up, \( K \) at this crack tip tends to zero and the crack cannot propagate. In practice, under such conditions, an existing crack would arrest and new cracks would form and grow, leading to a damage mode of failure.

Few toughened materials exhibit supercritical transformation. Generally, there is a gradient in the fraction of transformed material with the transformation zone, with the largest fraction present near the crack plane. Such conditions are referred to as subcritical. For this case, the toughness can be obtained by integrating the measured transformed fraction over the width of the zone.9,10 Also, in some materials, the transformation is reversible. Such transformations can produce toughening, provided that hysteresis is involved.8

The equivalent approach for cracking toughness, based on conservation integrals, dictates that, for the frontal zone, the volume elements within the zone do not experience unloading. Consequently, the path-independent \( J \) integral applies and the relation

\[
J = (1 - \nu) K_c E
\]

applies for all line contours around the crack tip. Furthermore, because the elastic properties of the transformed and untransformed materials are essentially the same, contours around the tip (giving \( K_{tip} \)) and remote from the tip (giving \( K_w \)) yield identical values of \( K_c \) whereupon \( K_{tip} = K_w \) and \( \Delta K = 0 \), as before. Conversely, when a fully developed zone exists (Fig. 10), the material within the zone, behind the crack tip, has experienced unloading, and a path-independent \( J \) does not apply. In this case, the appropriate conservation integral, \( I \), has the same form as \( J \) at the tip

\[
I = (1 - \nu) K_{tip} E
\]

but remote from the tip

\[
I = (1 - \nu) K_2 E - 2 \int_U(y) dy
\]

where \( U(y) \) is the residual energy density in the wake. Equating the magnitude of the conservation integral for the near-tip and remote paths gives

\[
K_w^2 = K_{tip}^2 + [2E/(1 - \nu)] \int_U(y) dy
\]

or

\[
\Delta G_{cr} = 2 \int_U(y) dy
\]

The integral in \( U(y) \) can be simply related to the elemental stress–strain curve (Fig. 9). Specifically, material in the process zone undergoes a complete loading and unloading cycle as the element translates from the front to the rear of the crack tip during crack advance. Hence, each element in the wake is subject to the residual stress work contained by the hysteresis loop (Fig. 9). Consequently, by appreciating that the wake is subject to a residual compression, the residual energy density can be readily evaluated as10

An extensively twinned particle with uniform twins and, thereby, no long-range shear strain.
Three terms in Eq. (5) where curve of the transforming material. The areas I, characterized by a transformation slope form. Subcritical transformations are formation are plotted in Fig. 14. B* where all particles within the zone trans- the stationary crack. The slope of the resistance curve and the steady-state resistance have cause initial crack growth is largely un- determined numerically for the dilatational trans- formation are plotted in Fig. 14. Critical. The preceding discussion has referred exclusively to supercritical transformations, wherein all particles within the zone trans- form. Subcritical transformations are characterized by a transformation slope $B^{*}>-4G/3$. Some typical results determined numerically for the dilatational trans- formation are plotted in Fig. 14. Resistance-curve behavior is inevitable in transformation-toughened materials, because initial crack growth is largely un- affected by transformations produced by the stationary crack. The slope of the resistance curve (the tearing modulus) is governed by the current geometry of the zone, which depends on zone evolu- tion. Consequently, toughening curves can only be calculated by applying in- cremental crack-growth methods. Such analysis reveals that the zone initially widens as the crack extends and eventually reaches a steady-state crack width (Fig. 15). The actual zone morphology and, thus, the shape of the resistance curve, depend on the transformation criterion and on the flow rule. Calculations based on a dilatational law indicate a large tearing modulus and a peak prior to steady state (Fig. 16). The peak is most pronounced for the supercritical condition when the zone height is large. The exis- tence of the peak is not physically obvious but may be rationalized by appreciating that the rising resistance curve and the steady-state resistance have a separate dependence on the frontal- zone shape evolution and are thus not uni- queley connected. The occurrence of a peak fracture resistance coincides with a peak in zone height. Such zone height peaks have been observed by experiment.22

The resistance curves are also dependent on the length of the crack, resulting in short crack effects which influence trends in strength.23 For crack lengths in the range $a<s$, interaction between the zones at the opposite crack tips reduces the zone shielding. Consequently, the opti- ma in strength and toughness are not usually coincident. Property optimization thus involves consideration of crack-length effects, as well as resistance-curve con- siderations.26

(B) Microcrack Toughening

(i) Basic Features

The phenomenon of microcrack toughening was postulated more than a decade ago, and, indeed, a range of materi- als exhibit trends in toughness with parti- cle size, temperature, etc., qualitatively consistent with this mechanism. However, the mechanism has only been rigorously identified and validated for various two- phase ceramics, including Al2O3 tough- ened with monoclinic (m) ZrO231 and SiC toughened with TiB2.32 The fundamental premise concerning the mechanism is depicted in Fig. 17. Microcracks occur within regions of local residual tension, caused by thermal expansion mismatch and/or by transformation.33,34 The microcracks also occur along the lowest fracture energy paths and locally relieve the residual tension. Consequently, a dilat- ation occurs governed by the volume dis- placed by the microcrack. Furthermore, the microcracks reduce the elastic modu- lus within the microcrack process zone. The elemental stress–strain curve for a microcracking solid thus has the form depicted in Fig. 17. The hysteresis dictat- ed by this curve, when the microcracks are activated by the passage of a macro- crack, constitutes the change in tough- ness, as elaborated below. However, this contribution is partially counteracted by a degradation of the material ahead of the microcrack. The full extent of the degra- dation is presently unknown.

The basic material quantities that allow microcracking (residual stress and low fracture energy interfaces) also lead to grain bridging, as described in Section II (3). Often, therefore, both microcracking and bridging operate simultaneously to a relative extent that depends on features of the microstructure. An important measurement that distinguishes the mechanism is the size of the microcrack process zone. The techniques that have the best capa- bility for characterizing this zone are the scanning acoustic microscope (SAM), which allows measurement of the elastic modulus with high spatial resolution26 and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). For example, the SAM technique has recorded a small process zone in a poly- crystalline Al2O3, but a substantial zone in a glass-ceramic material, whereas TEM has identified microcrack process zones in Al2O3-Cr2O3 and in SiC/TiB2.

The crack shielding caused by microcracks can be conveniently separat- ed into dilatational and modulus contribu- tions. The former depends on the process-zone size and shape, whereas the latter depends only on the zone shape. The dilatational contribution to $K_{OE}$ from the residual field has precisely the same form as that associated with transforma- tions, but with $k_{OE}$ replaced by $\theta_{T}$. This contribution thus depends on zone size and shape, as in the case of transformation toughening. For example, when the
microcrack nucleation condition involves a critical normal stress, the steady-state toughening is \(^{34}\)

\[ \Delta K_C = 0.40E\theta_I'\sqrt{h} \]  
(24)

where, for a critical mean stress

\[ \Delta K_C = 0.32E\theta_I'\sqrt{h} \]  
(25)

where \(\theta_I'\) is now the misfit strain caused by microcracks (analogous to \(\varepsilon_0\)). By contrast, the toughening imparted by the modulus reduction depends on zone shape, but not on zone size. Following Hutchinson, \(^{34}\) the asymptotic modulus contribution is \(^{34}\)

\[ (1 - v)\Delta K_C/K_C = (k_1 - \frac{2}{3})(G/G - 1) + \frac{k_2}{2}(G/G - v) \]  
(26)

where \(k_1\) and \(k_2\) depend on the microcracking criterion. Values of \(\Delta K_C/K_C\) can be obtained by simply inserting \(G/G\) and \(v\) into Eq. (26). Typical results for the steady-state toughening are, for a critical normal stress and penny-shaped microcracks

\[ \Delta K_C/K_C = 1.42\eta \]  
(27)

with \(\eta\) being a measure of the microcrack density, defined following Eq. (30). In general, the \(\Delta K_C\) due to dilatation and modulus effects are not additive; interaction terms are involved.

(ii) Constitutive Law

The reduction in elastic moduli caused by microcracks, as well as the permanent strain governed by release of the residual stress, depend upon microstructure. Characteristic constitutive laws are illustrated for two important cases consisting of spherical particles subject to either residual tension or residual compression. For the former case, the microcracks occur either within the particle or at the interface, whereas for the latter, the matrix develops microcracks. Results for these cases have been derived for materials having homogeneous elastic properties prior to microcracking. For particles subject to residual tension, in which penny-shaped microcracks form (Fig. 17), the volume of each opened microcrack is \(^{34}\)

\[ \Delta V = (16\pi R^3/3)(1 - \nu)v\eta_{0}\gamma^2/E \]  
(28)

where

\[ \eta_{0} = 2\varepsilon_{ij}^l/\beta(1 - \nu) \]  
(29)

\(R\) is the particle radius and \(\varepsilon_{ij}^l\) the misfit strain between particle and matrix. This volume increase dictates the permanent strain, such that the microcrack misfit strain becomes

\[ \varepsilon_{ij}^l = (16\pi^2/3)(1 - \nu^2)\eta_{0}\gamma^2/E \]  
(30)

where \(\eta = N/\pi R^2\) is the number density of microcracked particles, with \(N\) being the number of microcracked particles per unit volume. Solutions for the elastic moduli of microcracked bodies establish the modulus effect \(^{34}\) as

\[ G/G = 1 + (32/45)(1 - \nu)(5 - \nu)\eta(1 - \nu) \]  
(31)

where the bar refers to microcracked material.

For particles in residual compression, the corresponding constitutive law depends sensitively on the response of the interface to the microcrack. For the one material studied thus far (\(\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3/\text{ZrO}_2\)), some debonding occurs at the interface and the basic parameters derived for the microcracks are (Fig. 18)

\[ \varepsilon_{ij}^l = 3.6(\nu R^2/\eta^2) \]  
(32)

where \(\nu R^2/\eta^2\) is the residual microcrack opening of the interface, as affected by the debond length, \(d\), and

\[ \xi = cR \]  

where \(c\) is the microcrack length. The above results may be used in conjunction with Eqs. (25) and (26) to predict toughening.

(iii) Toughness Correlation

Microcracking in various zirconia-toughened alumina (ZTA) materials and in SiC/TiB\(_2\) has been systematically studied by preparing thin foils at various distances, \(y\), from a macrocrack. \(^{31-32}\) For the former, radial matrix microcracks were observed. All such radial microcracks occurred along grain boundaries in the \(\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3\). Usually, the interface between the \(\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3\) and \(\text{ZrO}_2\) was debonded at the ori-
The energy dissipation upon crack propagation thus includes terms from the energy of the debonded interfaces, the acoustic energy dissipated upon reinforcement failure, and frictional dissipation during pullout (Fig. 22). These contributions are similar in magnitude. This is important because, although the former contribution cannot be readily changed (being governed almost entirely by the saturation microcrack density, \( n_s \), the dilatational contribution may be enhanced by increasing both the process-zone size and the microcrack density within the zone. This may be achieved by control of the m-ZrO\(_2\) particle-size distribution, through its influence on the nucleation of the microcracks.

Although progress has been appreciable, a number of substantive problems exist in the analysis of microcrack toughening, both experimental and theoretical. Among the problems are a poor fundamental understanding of the degradation caused by the microcracks directly ahead of the crack front and limited knowledge of the interactions between modulus and dilatational contributions to crack shielding, as well as experimental microcrack detectability limitations. These topics require further study before authoritative conclusions can be reached regarding toughening and before predictions of toughening trends can be rigorously contemplated.

(3) Bridging Mechanisms

Contributions to the toughness caused by reinforcing elements that bridge between the crack surfaces are conveniently separated into two types: ductile and brittle. The former refers to metal-toughened ceramics (cermets) and relies on high toughness and ductility to permit metal ligaments to exist and to contribute to toughness through plastic dissipation. However, when the bridging material is brittle, such that the toughness of the bridge is similar to that of the nonbridging (matrix) material, the occurrence of bridging is more subtle and requires either microstructural residual stress or weak interfaces or both. The former may be appreciated by noting that large local residual stresses caused by thermal expansion mismatch/ anisotropy are capable of suppressing local crack propagation (Fig. 21) and, thereby, may allow intact ligaments to exist behind the crack front. When these ligaments eventually fail in the crack wake, energy is dissipated as acoustic waves and causes toughening (Fig. 22). The latter may be understood by recognizing that low fracture energy interfaces (and/or grain boundaries) can cause the crack to deflect along those interfaces, again permitting intact ligaments. As the crack extends, further debonding can occur. Eventually, the bridging material fails, either by debonding around the end or by fracture. Following failure, frictional sliding may occur along the debonded surface. The energy dissipation upon crack propagation and the energy of the debonded interfaces, the acoustic energy dissipated upon reinforcement failure, and frictional dissipation during pullout (Fig. 22). These contributions
lead to a unified model of the fracture resistance of materials that exhibit bridging by brittle ligaments.

(A) Ductile Reinforcement Toughening

Basic Features

Ductile reinforcements may profoundly increase the toughness. One contribution to the toughness derives from crack trapping, another involves crack bridging, and yet another involves crack shielding and plastic dissipation associated within a plastic zone. The material systems that exhibit plasticity-induced toughening have three distinct microstructures: isolated ductile reinforcements, interpenetrating networks, and a continuous ductile phase. Isolated ductile reinforcement is exemplified by ductile fibers, by Nb-alloy plates in TiAl, and, probably, by ferrite in the quasi-cleavage of steels. An example of an interpenetrating network is Al-alloy-reinforced A1203 produced by the Lanxide method. The continuous ductile network case includes most metal-matrix composites and, probably, cemented carbides. An important difference between the first two microstructures and the third concerns the potential for plastic strain in the composite outside the bridging ligaments. Plastic strain in the first two is limited by elastic strains in the elastic network. Consequently, experience and analysis confirm that crack bridging is usually the most potent mechanism when the ceramic phase is continuous, because the only ductile regions which experience extensive plastic strain are those segments that stretch between the crack surfaces in the bridging zone. The plastic dissipation in this bridging zone can be large and can provide a major increase in toughness. Conversely, a composite with a continuous metal network is subject to nonlinear power law deformation and can experience substantial plastic strain within a plastic zone. Consequently, the potential for appreciable plastic dissipation within a plastic process zone is much greater for this class of microstructure.

Understanding of the toughness generated by ductile ligaments is contingent upon the law that characterizes the stress/stretch relation, f(ε). Insights regarding the parameters that affect this relation can be gained from simplified analytical models. Complementary numerical solutions then allow determination of specific trends. Budiansky and co-workers analyzed small-scale bridging, in which bridge length is small in relation to crack length, specimen dimensions, and distances from the crack to the specimen boundaries. The stress/stretch relation depends strongly on the mode of failure of the ductile ligaments. A small-scale yielding analysis indicates that the stress should increase rapidly with initial crack opening. A large-strain necking analysis then reveals that, without debonding, the stress attains high initial levels because of the elastic constraint of the matrix, but should decrease as the crack opens and, furthermore, should depend sensitively on the work hardening rate. These simple results already provide the important insight that a peak stress exists at small crack openings, such that the plastic dissipation is dominated by the large strain (necking) regime (Fig. 23). The importance of interface debonding thereby becomes apparent, because debonds reduce the constraint, but increase the plastic stretch prior to failure. Numerical solutions obtained with prescribed initial debonds establish the salient trends (Fig. 23). Notably, the plastic dissipation increases systematically as dR increases. Furthermore, if the debond evolves during crack opening, the dissipation is further enhanced. The above predictions are generally similar to experimental measurements, which confirm large stresses at small u and increased dissipation when debonding occurs.

The toughness attributed to bridging, based on Eq. (3), can be reexpressed in nondimensional form by noting that the flow stress scales with the uniaxial yield strength, Y, and that the plastic stretch is proportional to the radius of the cross section of the reinforcing ligaments, R; consequently, the asymptotic toughness is

$$\frac{\Delta G_c}{\gamma Y R} = \chi$$

where $\chi$ is a "work-of-rupture" parameter that depends on the critical plastic stretch, $\epsilon_c$ (or ductility), of the reinforcement and on the extent of the interface debonding, d. Values of $\chi$ have been obtained both by calculation and by experiment, based on determinations of the area under the stress/stretch curve for the reinforcing ligaments. For a well-bonded interface (d=0) and for ductile ligaments that fail by necking to a point, the resultant trend in $\chi$ with...
work-hardening rate \( n \) indicates that \( \chi \) is in the range 0.3 to 1. Less-ductile ligaments that rupture prematurely by profuse hole nucleation have correspondingly smaller values of \( \chi \). Systems subject to debonding exhibit larger \( \chi \) and approach 8 for large \( dR \). Experimental results have indicated that trends in \( \chi \) and \( d \) are reflected in a plot of \( \chi \) with relative plastic stretch \( u_c/R \) (Fig. 24).

(ii) Toughness Correlations

The basic nondimensional solution (Eq. 34) can be used both to rationalize toughness measurements and to develop a predictive capability. For purposes of the former, \( Y \) and \( n \) can be inferred either from a TEM characterization of the microstructure\(^{55} \) or from microhardness measurements (Elliot et al.\(^ {48} \)), while \( f \), \( R \), \( u_c \), and \( d \) can be determined by quantitative SEM of the fracture surface.\(^ {56} \) Comparison between theory and experiment is most readily achieved by reexpressing Eq. (34) in the form

\[
\Delta G_c = f Y R X (u_c/R)
\]

To use this result, \( Y \) is first obtained, followed by evaluation of \( \chi \), using \( u_c/R \). Thereafter, \( \Delta G_c \) is examined for consistency by comparison with the experimentally determined value. For Lamixide composites of Al\(_2\)O\(_3\) reinforced with Al\(_2\)Cu precipitates which behave as impenetrable obstacles (Fig. 25). Consequently, their influence on yielding should be represented by Orowan hardening, wherein the precipitates locally block the passage of dislocation, causing the flow strength to be inversely proportional to the precipitate spacing. Inserting the measured precipitate spacing (\( \lambda =100 \) nm), the yield strength is \( Y \approx 220 \) MPa. This value is comparable to typical values quoted for Al\(_2\)Cu alloys precipitation hardened with Cu. Stereo measurements have been used to evaluate the plastic stretch to failure, \( u_c \). The normalized plastic stretch, \( u_c/R \), varied appreciably between ligaments. However, there was no systematic dependence on either the ligament dimension, \( R \), or the aspect ratio: the mean stretch was \( u_c/R = 1.6 \). The plastic stretch to failure indicates that \( \chi \) is in the range 2 to 3.5. Substituting the above values of \( Y \) and \( \chi \) into Eq. (35) and noting that \( f = 0.2 \) and \( R = 2.0 \) \( \mu \)m, \( \Delta G_c \) is calculated to be 170 to 300 J m\(^{-2} \). Consequently, there is acceptable agreement with the measured value of 150 to 200 J m\(^{-2} \). Such behavior is consistent with the interpenetrating network microstructure.

For cemented carbide materials, the contribution from bridging deduced from the measured zone sizes is found to be relatively small\(^{54-55} \) (\( \Delta G_c \approx 40 \) J m\(^{-2} \)) for reasonable choices of the flow stress of the Co alloy, whereas the overall measured toughness is \( G_c \approx 400 \) J m\(^{-2} \). Consistent with this interpretation, measurements of plastic zones indicate zone sizes in the range \( h \approx 40 \) \( \mu \)m.\(^ {42} \) It is supposed that dissipation is appreciable in this zone and that this may be the predominant contribution to the toughness of these materials.

(B) Fiber/Whisker Reinforcement

(i) Basic Features

Practical ceramic-matrix composites reinforced with continuous fibers exhibit the failure/damage behaviors sketched in Fig. 26. The composite properties are known to be dominated by the interface, and bounds must be placed on the interface debonding and sliding resistance to have a composite with attractive mechanical properties. The strong dependence of ceramic-matrix composite properties on the mechanical properties of the interface generally demands consideration of fiber coatings and/or reaction product layers. Residual stresses caused by thermal expansion differences are also very important.

The specific microstructural parameters that govern Mode I failure are the relative fiber/matrix interface debond toughness, \( \Gamma_f/\Gamma_m \), the misfit (thermal expansion) strain between fiber and matrix, \( \varepsilon_f \), the friction coefficient at the debonded interface, \( \mu \), the statistical parameters that characterize the fiber strength, \( S_f \) and \( m \), the matrix toughness, \( G_m \), and the fiber volume fraction, \( f \). The prerequisite for toughness is that \( f \Gamma_f/\Gamma_m \geq 1/4 \) to allow crack-front debonding (Fig. 27). Subject to this requirement, the misfit strain must be small (\( \varepsilon_f \leq 3 \times 10^{-3} \)) and preferably negative,
such that the interface is in tension. Furthermore, for a continuous fiber, the friction coefficient along the debonded interface should be small. The ideal fiber properties include a high median strength (large $S_0$) and large variability (small $m$), as needed to encourage large pullout lengths. When $\Gamma_c/\Gamma_f$ and $\mu$ are both small, experience has indicated that the tensile stress–strain behavior illustrated in Fig. 26(A) is obtained. Three features of this curve are important: matrix cracking at a stress $\sigma_0$, fiber-bundle failure at $\sigma_f$, and pullout. Conversely, larger $\Gamma_c/\Gamma_f$ and $\mu$ cause the stress–strain curve to become linear (Fig. 26(B)). The ultimate strength then coincides with the propagation of a single dominant crack.

Present understanding of debonding is consistent with the following sequence of events during matrix crack propagation. Initial debonding along the interface at the crack front requires that $\Gamma_c/\Gamma_f$ be small enough to lie within the debond zone depicted in Fig. 27.66 Furthermore, the extent of debonding is typically small when residual compression exists at the interface, but can be extensive when the interface is in residual tension and the fibers are smooth. Further debonding is usually induced in the crack wake57 (Fig. 28). The extent of this debonding is governed largely by the residual field. Residual radial stress results in unstable conditions and encourages the extensive debonding of smooth fibers. Residual compression and/or an irregular fiber morphology cause stable debonding,68 with the extent determined by the friction coefficient and the roughness of the debonded interface. Subsequent fiber fracture involves the statistics of fiber failure58 subject to an axial stress governed by the sliding resistance of the debonded interface.

The above sequence suggests that, although debonding is a prerequisite for high toughness, the properties of the composite are dominated by the sliding resistance of the debonded interface, which dictates the major contribution to toughness caused by pullout. The locations of fiber failure that govern the pullout distributions can be determined from the stresses on the fibers, using concepts of weakest-link statistics. Analysis of this phenomenon has been performed for composites having debonded interfaces subject to a constant sliding stress, $\tau$.59 The magnitude of $\tau$ governs the load transfer from the fiber to the matrix. Large values of $\tau$ cause the fiber stress to vary rapidly with the distance from the matrix crack and induce fiber failure close to the crack, leading to small pullout lengths, $h_p$. Conversely, small $\tau$ results in large $h_p$.

Various observations of crack interactions with fibers are supportive of the above rules. In particular, experiments on glass and glass-ceramic-matrix composites reinforced with SIC fibers reveal that materials with a C interlayer satisfy debonding requirements (Fig. 29) and also have small $\tau$ and thus demonstrate extensive pullout.60-62 Conversely, composites having a continuous SiO$_2$ layer between the matrix and fiber exhibit matrix crack extension through the fiber without debonding63-64 (Fig. 30). Experiments on these composites and on whisker-reinforced composites also confirm the strong influence of $\tau$. Notably, systems which debond but do not slide readily (because of either a high friction coefficient or morphological irregularity) exhibit small pullout lengths and moderate toughness. Such behavior is exemplified by LAST/SIC composites with oxide interphases and by various whisker-reinforced materials, respectively.

Tough composites can be obtained by creating the appropriate interphases between the fiber and matrix, either by coating or, in situ, by segregation/interdiffusion. The most common approach is the use of a dual coating: the inner coating satisfies the debonding and sliding requirements, while the outer coating provides protection against the matrix during processing. However, the principal challenge is to identify an inner coating that has the requisite mechanical properties while also being thermodynamically stable in air at elevated temperatures.

**(ii) Constitutive Laws**

The mechanical properties of uniaxially reinforced composites are largely governed by the relationships between the opening of a matrix crack, $u$, and the stresses, $\tau$, exerted on the crack by the intact bridging fibers and the failed fibers as they pull out. The traction ($f(u)$) is well-known for composites in which debonding occurs easily (very small $\Gamma_c/\Gamma_f$) and which also slide easily along the debonded interface (small $\tau$). For other cases, reliable $f(u)$ functions have yet to be elucidated. Easy debonding and sliding provide a crack-opening function that depends on the sign of the misfit strain, as well as the roughness of the debond interface, through their effect on the sliding resistance. For instance, sliding can be described by a Coulomb friction law

$$\tau = \mu q$$

where $\mu$ is the friction coefficient and $q$ the nominal residual compression normal to the interface. At the simplest level, $q$ is set by the residual misfit strain and the fiber/coating morphology, such that $\tau$ is essentially invariant. In this case, prior to the incidence of fiber failure, $t$ and $u$ are related by17-18

$$t = \frac{2E}{E_m(1-\nu_m)} \left( \frac{\tau E}{R} \right)^{1/2} u^{1/2}$$

Equation (37) has been used to describe the mechanical behaviors that are obtained while the fibers are largely intact.

---

*11 Lithium aluminum silicate.*
At another extreme, when all of the fibers have failed, the traction on any fiber is
\[ t_i = 2f_i(h_i - u)/R \quad (38) \]

where \( h_i \) is the distance from the matrix crack plane at which that fiber failed.

More difficult problems to address concern the incidence and location of fiber failure. This has been regarded as a problem in weakest-link statistics, whereupon the function \( t(u) \) depends upon the statistical parameters \( S_0 \) and \( m \) in addition to the variables contained in Eq. (37). The expressions are unwieldy and are not reproduced here, but can be located in the article by Thouless and Evans. Some trends, expressed in nondimensional form, are summarized in Fig. 31. The small displacement behavior is dominated by the intact bridging fibers, whereas the long tail is governed by the pullout of failed fibers.

Another level of complexity is involved when the interface stress \( q_{\alpha} \) varies with the loads \( t \) on the fiber. A simplified result obtained using a modified shear lag approach suggests the following features:
\[ u/R = (\epsilon_0/v_0)[(1 + F)/(1 - v(1 + F))] \times (1 - v + v(1 - F)) \quad (39) \]

where \( F = t/\epsilon \) with \( \epsilon \) being the misfit strain which causes the interface to be in residual compression. Equation (39), although approximate, has several salient features. In particular, as expected, crack opening is inhibited by large values of the friction coefficient. Furthermore, as \( F \to 1/v \), the fiber and matrix surface separate, leading to unrestricted crack opening. Additional complexity is involved when debonding and sliding occur simultaneously. Some preliminary results for such behavior exist, but are not addressed here. It is simply noted that, in such cases, the fracture energy of the coating becomes another parameter of interest.

The location of fiber failure vis-a-vis the matrix crack plane is of critical importance because this location governs the pullout length \( h_P \). Both theory and experiments suggest that, for aligned reinforcements, \( h_P \) is governed by weakest-link statistics. For the simplest case, wherein the sliding stress \( \tau \) remains constant, an expression for the mean pullout length has been derived as
\[ (2h_P/R)_{\mu}^{m+1} = [1/(2m(m + 1))]^{1/(m + 1)} \times (S_0 \tau^{m+1}/\Gamma(m + 2)/(m + 1)) \quad (40) \]

where \( \Gamma \) in this expression is the gamma function and \( S_0 \) is a reference area for the fibers (usually set equal to 1 m²). Consequently, for aligned fibers, it is evident that \( h_P R \) is essentially governed by \( S_0 \tau \): high fiber "strength" and low sliding resistance encourage large pullout lengths. Corresponding trends for inclined fibers are unknown.

(iii) Matrix Cracking Stress

The stress \( \sigma_0 \) at which matrix cracking occurs has been the most extensively studied behavior in ceramic-matrix composites. For composites in which the residual stress normal to the interface, \( q_{\alpha} \), is tensile and the interface properties can be effectively represented by a unique sliding stress, \( \tau \), Eq. (37) may be used to derive the lower-bound, steady-state matrix cracking stress:
\[ \frac{\sigma_0}{E} = \frac{\sigma^*}{E} - \frac{\rho}{E_m} \]

where
\[ \frac{\sigma^*}{E} = \left[ \frac{6\rho E_m I_{\alpha}}{(1 - \nu)EE_m R} \right]^{1/3} \quad (41) \]

with \( \rho \) being the axial residual stress in the matrix. This result is independent of the matrix crack length because the crack is "fully" bridged by fibers and applies when the initial crack is larger than the fiber spacing. Measurements performed on many different glass- and ceramic-matrix composites (Fig. 32) reinforced with Nicalon fibers have verified that Eq. (28), in fact, provides an adequate representation of matrix cracking provided that \( \tau \geq 20 \) MPa. Values of \( \tau \) in this range have been demonstrated for fibers coated with either C or BN, as elaborated below. For these systems, it is recognized that \( \tau \) depends on the misfit strain, and, consequently, for the simple case wherein \( \tau \) and \( q_{\alpha} \) are related through a friction coefficient (Eq. (36)), the matrix cracking...
stress exhibits a maximum $\sigma_0$ given by\(^{17}\)

$$\sigma_0/E = (2/3)[2\mu K_p/(1 + E/\sigma_0)R]^{1/2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (42)

This result has evident implications for material design.

More detailed diagnosis of matrix cracking confirms that Eq. (41) is a lower bound for the onset of cracking. Further cracking occurs as the stress is raised above $\sigma_0$, resulting in a periodic crack array (Fig. 33).\(^{16}\) The crack spacing reaches a saturation value, $s$, when the stress everywhere in the “matrix blocks” between cracks becomes smaller than that applied stress. The magnitude of the saturation crack spacing is governed by the sliding stress, $\tau$, such that $\tau$ and $s$ are related by\(^{42}\)

$$\tau = 1.34[(1 - f)\sigma_m E_m R^2/E s^3]^{1/2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (43)

Consequently, the matrix cracking stresses can be expressed in terms of the crack spacing as

$$\sigma_0 = 2\left[\frac{\Gamma_m E_m}{E_m s}\right]^{1/2} - \rho \frac{E}{E_m}$$  \hspace{1cm} (44)

The crack spacing clearly provides an approach for estimating $\tau$ and for establishing a self-consistent description of matrix cracking.

(iv) **Toughness**

In reinforced ceramics which fracture by the growth of a single dominant flaw in Mode I, there are four effects which influence toughness.\(^{88}\) Debonding generates new surface and contributes positively to toughness. Frictional dissipation upon pullout results in local heating and again contributes positively. Residual stresses present in the material are partially relieved by matrix cracking and debonding and thus detract from the toughness. Finally, when the fibers fail, some of the elastic energy stored in the fiber is dissipated through acoustic waves and appears as a positive contribution to toughness. The above effects are indicative of resistance-curve behavior, because each contribution is only fully realized when the fibers fail and pull out. The full details of the increase in the fracture resistance can be calculated from the crack surface tractions $t(u)$ by applying Eq. (3). A useful simplification for further discussion is the peak (or asymptotic) toughness that is obtained when each mechanism exerts its maximal contribution. At the simplest, physically relevant level, this toughness is given by\(^{88}\)

$$\Delta G = \mu [S (1 - f) E_m R^2/E s^3]^{1/2}$$

The first term is a bridging contribution that derives from the stored strain energy dissipated as acoustic waves, with $S$ being the reinforcement “strength.” The second term is the loss of residual strain energy caused by matrix crack extension and debonding. The third term reflects the new “surface area” caused by debonding, and the fourth term is the pullout contribution, dissipated by frictional sliding of the interfaces.

Experience indicates that the residual strain term is small in systems of practical utility and can often be neglected. The largest potential for toughness resides in the pullout term, provided that $h_f R$ is large. An extreme range of pullout behaviors is apparent among the available range of fiber- and whisker-reinforced ceramics, resulting in wide variations of toughness. Understanding pullout thus dominates our capability for producing ceramic composites having exceptional toughness. The dominance of toughness by pullout provides a focus for specifying those properties of the fibers and fiber coatings that optimize the frictional dissipation. For aligned reinforcements, wherein weakest-link statistics govern the pullout length, an explicit dependence of toughening on
fiber strength and sliding resistance is predicted. Physically stated, high fiber strength and low sliding resistance combine to maximize the frictional dissipation by inducing sliding over the largest possible fiber surface area. The inverse dependence of pullout toughening on $\tau$ emphasizes the need to control and understand sliding. Some of the qualitative features are depicted in Fig. 34, illustrating the importance of the fiber morphology, the misfit strain, and the friction coefficient.

Nonaligned fibers and whiskers clearly suppress pullout by virtue of bending strains in the reinforcements that encourage fracture near the matrix crack plane. Indeed, fibers having low flexural resilience, such as SiC, tend to fail at the matrix crack plane when inclined to the crack, whereas C fibers may still pullout over large distances. Fiber alignment issues associated with pullout thus depend on fiber properties.

When fiber pullout does not contribute to toughness, as in many whisker-reinforced ceramics, the elastic energy and debonding energy terms tend to govern the fracture resistance, such that

$$\Delta G_{ic} = \Delta S_{ic} E + 4f_1(d/R)(1-f)$$

To interpret this expression, it is essential to appreciate that the debond length $d$ depends on the interface fracture energy $\Gamma_i$, misfit strain $\varepsilon_m$, and friction coefficient. The associated relationships are unknown, but dimensional analysis suggests that

$$d/R = H(E/R\varepsilon_m)^{m-1}/\Sigma S_{ic}^{1/1+}\mu$$

where $H$ is a function. The important point is that there remains much scope for controlling toughness by manipulating the interface debonding and sliding properties and by maximizing the fiber/whisker strength.

As already noted, resistance-curve effects cause the toughness to gradually build up to the asymptotic values. Consequently, the full toughness cannot usually be utilized. The toughening rate (tearing modulus) has not been broadly studied and trends are relatively unknown. However, some numerical results for pullout-dominated toughness indicate that asymptotic behavior is achieved only after considerable crack extension.

(v) Ultimate Strength

When matrix cracking precedes ultimate failure, the ultimate strength coincides with fiber-bundle failure. A simple estimate of this strength, based on weakest-link statistics that neglects interaction effects between failed fibers and ignores the stress supported by fractured fibers by means of stress transfer from the matrix through interface fraction, gives

$$\sigma_u = S \exp \left\{ - \frac{[1 - (1 - (R\bar{s})^{m-1})]}{(m+1)[1 - (1 - (R\bar{s})^{m})]} \right\}$$

(48)

with

$$f = (R\bar{s})^{m-1} = (A_s/2\pi RL_s)(R\bar{s})^{m-1} \times [1 - (1 - (R\bar{s})^{m})]$$

where $L_s$ is the specimen gauge length. The effect of the sliding stress on $\sigma_u$ appears directly, as well as through its effect on the crack spacing $s$, while the effect of residual stress is present through its effect on $\tau$. The ultimate strength is also expected to be influenced by the residual stress. Specifically, in systems for which the fiber is subject to residual compression, the axial compression should suppress fiber failure and elevate the ultimate strength to a level in excess of that predicted by Eq. (48). This effect may be estimated by regarding the matrix as clamping onto the fiber and, thus, simply superposing the residual stress onto $S$.

![Fig. 32. Tensile stress-strain curves for a range of glass- and glass-ceramic-matrix composites reinforced with SiC (Nicalon) fibers.](image)

![Fig. 33. Periodic matrix cracks formed upon loading above the steady-state matrix cracking stress.](image)
(vi) Property Transition

Nonlinear macroscopic mechanical behavior on tension is most desirable for structural purposes. Analysis of the transition between this regime and the linear regime is important, and involves comparison of the basic trends in the steady-state matrix cracking stress, \( \sigma_0 \), and in the asymptotic fracture resistance, \( \Delta G_c \). Most significantly, \( \sigma_0 \) increases but \( \Delta G_c \) decreases as \( \tau \) increases. These opposing trends with \( \tau \) suggest the existence of an optimum \( \tau \) that permits good matrix cracking resistance while still allowing high toughness. More specifically, a property transition is expected when the matrix cracking stress attains the stress needed for fiber-bundle failure. One estimate on the property transition can be obtained by simply allowing \( \sigma_0 \) to exceed the ultimate strength, \( \sigma_u \), with \( \sigma_u \) a nondimensional parameter which governs the transition when \( \tau \) is small is

\[
\beta = \frac{\tau E_{eff} \sigma_0}{\sigma_u} \quad (49)
\]

Specifically, when \( \beta \) exceeds a critical value, brittle behavior initiates. This estimate has not been tested, and, furthermore, alternate parameters may be conceived.

(vii) Experimental Correlations

Uniaxially reinforced ceramic- and glass-matrix composites with either C or BN interlayer generally satisfy crack-front debonding requirements, and the materials exhibit axial and transverse mechanical properties that accord well with the above expressions for the matrix cracking stress and the ultimate strength. To achieve these comparisons, each of the parameters in Eqs. (41) and (48) has been independently ascertained. As already mentioned, \( \tau \) can be measured using various techniques: matrix crack spacing, indentation push-through stress, and matrix crack opening hysteresis. The misfit strain \( \varepsilon \) can also be determined using a variety of methods: X-ray or neutron line shifts, offset stresses in the crack opening, and residual displacements obtained from nanoinerted test. Accurate values of the matrix fracture energy \( G_m \) and of the constituent elastic properties are also needed. Furthermore, it is noted that the comparison between theory and experiment for the matrix cracking stress is contingent upon having accurate values of the above parameters.

Correlations of trends in the ultimate strength are primarily contingent upon knowledge of the in situ mechanical properties of the fibers. Appreciation for these properties can be gained by examining and measuring fracture mirrors on the fiber fracture surfaces in the composite. Specifically, the distribution of mirror radii can be used to evaluate the axial stress \( S \) on the fiber of the fracture location. Some typical results for two materials with different ultimate strength are shown in Fig. 35. Limited experience has indicated that the ratio of median strengths scales with the ratio of composite ultimate strengths.

Based on the above experimental features that C and BN coatings are effective in terms of satisfying crack-front debonding and also providing a low sliding resistance, whereas amorphous oxides are incapable of debonding, it may be concluded that C and BN are the preferred coatings. However, both of these materials are susceptible to rapid oxidation and mostly incapable of performing their required debonding and sliding functions at elevated temperatures in oxidizing environments. A variety of other coatings are thus under investigation. When such coatings have been developed, some of the more complex crack-opening and pullout constitutive laws presented may be needed to describe the mechanical properties of the composite.

(C) Bridging Grains

As already noted, bridging grains can be induced in two ways: grain-boundary debonding and residual stress. Low fracture energy grain boundaries can allow debonding, as in whisker-reinforced materials, such that toughening involves the same terms described by Eq. (45). Indeed, a trend toward an increase in steady-state toughness is found in various polycrystalline Al2O3 materials as the grain-boundary fracture energy decreases. Also, elongated grains, which allow larger debond lengths, could lead to higher toughness, as noted over a decade ago for both Si3N4 and Al2O3. It is also known that, when the grain-boundary fracture energy is not low, as in sintered SiC, elongated grains do not lead to higher toughness. However, detailed application of Eq. (45) has not been attempted.

Residual stress-induced bridging occurs because circumferential compression causes the crack to circumvent local, highly stressed regions. Furthermore, it has been possible to rigorously demonstrate that such a bridging process increases the steady-state toughness in accordance with

\[
\Delta K_c = 2.55 E \sigma_0 \Delta V R \quad (50)
\]

where \( \sigma_0 \) is the volume fraction of highly stressed grains that result in bridging ligaments and \( 2R \) is the grain diameter. This increase in toughness arises because ligament failure occurs unstably and energy is dissipated in this process as acoustic waves, partly negated by some reduction in residual strain energy (c.f., the first two terms in Eq. (47)). For this process, elongated grains are not obviously beneficial.

(D) Multiple Mechanisms

The preceding sections have described microstructural issues concerned with toughness optimization when a single mechanism operates. In practice, more
than one mechanism may exist. Consequently, interactions between mechanisms must be considered. In some instances, the interactions may be highly beneficial and produce synergism between mechanisms. Such synergism has been illustrated to exist when both bridging and process-zone mechanisms operate simultaneously. Conversely, some interaction effects can be deleterious and reduce the efficacy of the individual mechanisms.

Synergism is most likely when bridging and process-zone mechanisms interact. Multiplicative interactions are evident in this case because the crack surface tractions caused by bridging can expand the process-zone width \( h \) in the crack wake, causing an additional increase in shielding, proportional to this increase in \( h \). Straightforward logic indicates that multiplicative toughening between bridging and process-zone effects should occur when the ratio of the bridging-zone size, \( L \), to the process-zone width, \( h \), is small, because bridging generates a new effective crack-tip toughness, that causes the process-zone size to further increase. Calculations of coupled bridging and process-zone effects have been performed in the case that the bridging tractions are constant (Dugdale zone). The results reveal two bounds given by

\[
\frac{K_C}{K_M} = \lambda p \delta_p \quad (51a)
\]

the synergistic limit and

\[
\frac{K_C}{K_M} = \sqrt{\frac{\lambda_p^2 + \delta_p^2}{L_p^2}} - 1 \quad (51b)
\]

the lower bound, where \( \lambda_p \) and \( \delta_p \) are the toughening ratios for the process-zone and bridging mechanisms, respectively. Furthermore, and surprisingly, the synergistic limit was found to be obtained when \( L/h \lesssim 10 \). Rigorous experimental substantiation of synergism has yet to be obtained. The interactions between either two bridging-zone mechanisms or two process-zone mechanisms are relatively unexplored. At the simplest level, two bridging mechanisms are additive with each \( \lambda_p \), given by Eq. (3). However, the critical stretch \( u \) for one mechanism may be affected by the other, whereupon additivity may not be realized. Interactions between process-zone mechanisms are more difficult to express, because the zone sizes and the transformation strains are coupled. Preliminary attempts have been made to examine concurrent transformation and microcrack toughening which indicate that the coupling can result in an augmentation of toughness.
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